
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION TRAINING CENTRE

Silco

Carefully selected products presented in this Silco catalogue are the 
result of long-continued cooperation with car refinishing specialists and present our 
response to your requirements for better efficiency and car refinishing services on a 
professional level.

Silco comprehensive product range enables you to get all the needed products from 
one source – one supplier at the highest quality level for a fair price! 

Having our own development and production at the highest quality standards 
is the key to competitive and technologically high-end products.

Innovative development environment, complete product range, together with 
a whole package of marketing services, as well as technical support and 
education, present a guarantee to all comprehensive car body repair and refinishing 
shops to perform at professional and competitive level of services.

JOIN US!
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1.1

SANDING

Top quality sanding discs Gold are distinguished by exceptional cutting performances and 
extreme durability due to their special abrasive minerals on flexible backing. 
- backing: latex treated C weight paper 
- velcro fastening 
- abrasive minerals: premium AlO 
- special stearate coat prevents clogging 
- excellent cutting performance 
- even and smooth finished surface 
- diameter: 150 mm, 15 holes 
- centre hole for better absorption.

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

3060-060 P 60 100

3060-080 P 80 100

3060-120 P 120 100

3060-150 P 150 100

3060-180 P 180 100

3060-220 P 220 100

3060-240 P 240 100

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

3060-280 P 280 100

3060-320 P 320 100

3060-360 P 360 100

3060-400 P 400 100

3060-500 P 500 100

3060-600 P 600 100

Premium quality sanding discs Film Green represent the highest level of expectation from 
sanding material. Special sanding minerals of exceptional hardness, in combination with durable, 
plastic film based backing, ensure extraordinary productivity: short sanding time - low labour 
costs, minimal consumption of sanding material- low material costs and perfect surface quality- 
less work with the following layer and better base quality for the subsequent layer.  
- backing: film
- velcro fastening
- abrasive minerals: premium AlO
- special stearate coat prevents clogging
- excellent cutting performance
- even and smooth finished surface
- diameter: 150 mm, 15 holes
- centre hole for better absorption.

GOLD 3060

FILM 3070

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

3070-080 P 80 100

3070-120 P 120 100

3070-180 P 180 100 

3070-240 P 240 100

3070-320 P 320 100

3070-400 P 400 100 

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

3070-500 P 500 100

3070-600 P 600 100

3070-1200 P 1200 100

3070-1500 P 1500 100

3070-2000 P 2000 100

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

6060-040 P 40 100

6060-060 P 60 100

6060-080 P 80 100

6060-120 P 120 100

6060-150 P 150 100

6060-240 P 240 100

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

7060-060 P 60 50 m

7060-080 P 80 50 m

7060-120 P 120 50 m

7060-220 P 220 50 m

7060-320 P 320 50 m

- dimensions: 70 x 420 mm, 14 holes, velcro.

- dimensions: 115 mm x 50 m.

GOLD 6060

GOLD 7060

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

5060-080 P 80 100

5060-120 P 120 100

5060-180 P 180 100

5060-220 P 220 100

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

5060-240 P 240 100

5060-320 P 320 100

5060-360 P 360 100

5060-400 P 400 100

- dimensions: 115 x 230 mm, 10 holes, velcro.

GOLD 5060

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

4060-060 P 60 100

4060-080 P 80 100

4060-120 P 120 100

4060-150 P 150 100

4060-180 P 180 100

4060-220 P 220 100

4060-240 P 240 100

4060-320 P 320 100

4060-400 P 400 100

- diameter: 200 mm, 8 holes, velcro.

GOLD 4060
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Abrasive material on soft foam backing fo manual treatment of 
nibs, scratches, and complicated contours.

- flexibility and durability 
- uniform surface 
- sanding minerals: AlO 
- dimensions: 115 mm x 25 m.

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

6160-180 P 180 1

6160-240 P 240 1

6160-320 P 320 1

6160-400 P 400 1

6160-500 P 500 1

6160-600 P 600 1

6160-800 P 800 1

Waterproof sanding sheets of the highest quality for wet sanding of 
all kinds of car refinishing materials.

- durable 
- flexible 
- excellent cutting performance 
- resistance to clogging 
- perfect finish 
- dimensions: 230 x 280 mm.

Abrasive material on soft foam backing for manual sanding of 
contours, curves and difficult areas.

- flexibility and durability 
- wet or dry sanding 
- uniform surface 
- does not form any sharp edges 
- dimensions: 140 x 115 mm.

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

4090-0240 P 240 50

4090-0320 P 320 50

4090-0400 P 400 50

4090-0500 P 500 50

4090-0600 P 600 50

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

5150-F FINE P 80/100 30

5150-SF SUPER FINE P 220/240 30

5150-UF ULTRA FINE P 320/400 30

5150-MF MICRO FINE P 500/600 30

PROD. NR. GRIT BOX

4090-0800 P 800 50

4090-1000 P 1000 50

4090-1200 P 1200 50

4090-1500 P 1500 50

4090-2000 P 2000 50

FOAM BACKED SANDING PAPER SBS 6160

WATERPROOF SHEETS 4090

SANDING PAD FLEX 5150
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A three dimension, non-woven product, made of nylon impregnated with special 
abrasives. Useful for cleaning, finishing and most of all flattening paint or panels before 
painting or making fade-outs.

- excellent cutting performance 
- uniform treated surface 
- long durability 
- may be used wet or dry 
- used from both sides.

Solvent free powder for easier control of sanded surface. Set 
contains applicator and two refills of 30 g.

- solvent free 
- no clogging of sanding paper.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION GRIT COLOUR BOX

2250 PAD, 152 x 229 mm P 320 RED 10

2251 PAD, 152 x 229 mm P 600 GREY 10

2252 DISC, 150 mm P 320 RED 10

2253 DISC, 150 mm P 600 GREY 10

2254 PAD, 152 x 229 mm P 1000 GOLD 10

2255 PAD, 152 x 229 mm - WHITE 10

2260 ROLL, 115 mm x 10 m P 320 RED 1

2261 ROLL, 115 mm x 10 m P 600 GREY 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3520 SET (APPLICATOR + 2 x 30 g) 1

3521 REFILL, 2 x 30 g 1

SCUFF PAD S.BRITE 2250 - 2261

CONTROL DRY COAT 3520 - 3521

High performance cleaning disc made of nylon impregnated with 
special abrasive minerals. Useful for removal of rust, protective 
coatings, welding drops down to bare metal.

- excellent cutting performance 
- flexibility 
- durability. 

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

6210 DISC 100 mm, TOP QUALITY 1

6115 DISC fOr AngULAr grInDer 115 mm, TOP QUALITY 1

6230 BLACK DISC 100 mm 1

6240 BLACK DISC 150 mm 1

6221 ArBOUr 1

S.BRITE CSD DISC 6210 - 6221
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Fast and residue free removal of labels, stickers, decorative stripes 
etc. without damaging the surface.

- suitable for all types of paints 
- flexible, durable 
- special gear shape prevents surface overheating 
- dimensions: Ø 100 x 30 mm.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

1012 DISC, 2 pcs + ARBOR 1

1015 GEAR SHAPE DISC, 2 pcs + ARBOR 1

1016 REPLACEMENT ARBOR 1

Quality single hand air driven palm sander.
- to be used with velcro discs Ø 150 mm
- efficient dust absorption system 
- low vibration and noise
- 5 mm orbit.
- air consumption: 360 l/min
- dust extraction connection: 27 mm
- pressure connection: 1/4''
- weight: 980 g.

TAPE REMOVAL DISC 1012 - 1015

EXCENTRIC PALM SANDER 9180

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

9180 PALM SANDER 1

Water based paste for preparing surface before painting. Cleaning, flattening 
and degreasing in one step. Does not leave deep scratches.

- mechanically and chemically removes waxes and silicones 
- possible to use with water 
- manual or machine use 
- removal of paint mist and difficult stains.

FLATTENING PASTE S.MATT 9050

High quality, acrylic black matt paint in aerosol to be used as control spray 
before filler sanding. 

- good adhesion 
- high covering power 
- economic in use 
- fast drying.

CONTROL BLACK SPRAY 3550

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

3550 500 ml 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

9050-1,0 1 kg GREY 12

5003 NYLON BRUSH - 1
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Sanding block for manual sanding of even surfaces.

- to be used with velcro Gold discs 115 x 230 mm 
- fastening: velcro.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2208 SANDING BLOCK 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2211 SANDING BLOCK 1

Sanding block for manual sanding with dust extraction. 
- to be used with velcro Gold discs 115 x 230 mm 
- fastening: velcro 
- connection for dust extraction hose: 27 mm.

SANDING BLOCK 2208

SANDING BLOCK 2211

Top quality medium hard multi hole universal backing pad.

- to be used with velcro discs Ø 150 mm 
- perfectly balanced 
- universal for most of the sanders available on the market 
- durable construction material and velcro 
- higly effective absorption channels 
- multi hole for 6+1, 9 and 15 holes discs.

Flexible, soft interface pad for final sanding.

- to be used with velcro discs Ø 150 mm, 15H 
- fastening: velcro.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2209 BACKING PAD, MEDIUM, 150 mm 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

4633 SOFT INTERFACE PAD 2

UNIVERSAL BACKING PAD 2209

SOFT INTERFACE PAD 4633
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Sanding block for manual sanding of even surfaces.

- to be used with velcro discs Ø 150 mm 
- fastening: velcro.

Sanding block for manual sanding of uneven surfaces. Convex form of the 
sanding surface.

- to be used with velcro discs Ø 150 mm 
- fastening: velcro.

Rubber sanding block for wet and dry sanding.

Sanding block for manual sanding of even surfaces.

- with absorption system 
- to be used with velcro Gold discs 70 x 420 mm 
- fastening: velcro.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2220 SANDING BLOCK 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2223 SANDING BLOCK 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2225 SANDING BLOCK, 70 x 125 mm 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2212 SANDING BLOCK, 70 x 420 mm 1

SANDING BLOCK 2220

SANDING BLOCK 2223 

SANDING BLOCK 2225 

SANDING BLOCK 2212
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PUTTIES

1.2

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6100 1500 ml 8

All-purpose lightweight polyester putty. Its low specific weight enables it to fill 
irregularities and dents with significantly less product (by weight) in comparison with 
conventional putties.

- excellent adhesion to galvanized and electrozinc-coated metals, steel surfaces and alu 
- very easy to spread, with high thixotropy 
- non-porous, smooth surface       
- excellent sanding, beginning with P120.

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6200 2 kg 6

Universal polyester putty, characterized by its fine, creamy texture and ease of 
application, easily obtaining a pin-hole free finish.

- excellent adhesion to galvanized and electrozinc-coated metals, steel surfaces and  
  aluminium 
- very easy to spread 
- non-porous, smooth surface  
- excellent sanding.

MULTIMAX 6100

MULTI+ 6200

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6400 1,8 kg 6

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6025 1,8 kg 8

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6500 2 kg 6

Polyester putty reinforced with fibreglass to increase its resistance. Appropriate to 
repair polyester pieces and rusted metallic areas. 

- small size fibre particles ensure easy spreading 
- quick drying 
- non-sagging.

Universal soft polyester putty. 

- good adhesion to galvanized and electrozinc-coated metals, steel surfaces and aluminium 
- very easy to spread 
- non-porous, smooth surface 
- easy sanding.

Polyester putty with aluminium particles for filling of deeper holes or dents in thicker 
layers without danger of cracking or sagging.

- strong adhesion, even to galvanized metals     
- easy spreading and quick drying 
- soft sanding 
- non-sagging.

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6300 1,3 kg 6

Universal lightweight polyester putty. Its low specific weight (1,27 kg/l) enables it to 
fill irregularities and dents with significantly less product (by weight) in comparison 
with conventional putties.

- excellent adhesion to galvanized and electrozinc-coated metals, steel surfaces and  
  aluminium 
- very easy to spread, with high thixotropy  
- non-porous, smooth surface  
- excellent sanding.

MULTI FIBER 6400

POLYBOND SOFT+ 6025

MULTI ALU 6500

MULTI LIGHT 6300
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PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6065 40 g 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

6040 1 kg ANTHRACITE 6

Quality hardener for POE putties.

Special polyester putty, very flexible, specially designed to repair any kinds of plastic. 

- strong adhesion on all kind of plastic without special primer 
- easy spreading and quick drying 
- non-sagging 
- grey anthracite colour enables easier over-coating with any primer filler.

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

5062 5, 8, 10, 12 cm 1

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

5061 8 x 12 cm, 10 pcs 1

PUTTY HARDENER 6065

FLEXPLAST II 6040

Plastic spreader made of elastic, solvent resistant material.

PLASTIC SPREADER 5061

Set of 4 flexible steel spreaders.

METAL SPREADER 5062
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PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8585 400 ml 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8080 1 kg 9

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5075 PUTTY BOARD 1

One-component polyester spray putty to easily level small irregularities. 

- high filling power 
- easy to apply, excellent flow 
- quick drying 
- to be applied over bare metal, epoxy primer fillers or original paints.

2K Polyester spray putty to easily level small irregularities in larger surfaces.

- high filling power 
- easy to apply, excellent flow 
- quick drying 
- to be applied over bare metal, epoxy primer fillers or original paints 
- supplied with hardener.

Practical solution for putty mixing. No cleaning necessary. Rip off the first page after 
use and it is ready for the next job.

POLYESTER SPRAY PUTTY 8585

2K POLYESTER SPRAYABLE PUTTY 8080

PUTTY BOARD 5075

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3260 RESIN 1 kg, HARDENER, GLASS FIBRE MAT, MIXING STICK, CUP AND GLOVE 1

Repairs holes, splits and cracks in steel, aluminium, glass fibre and wood. 

- perfect adhesion to most surfaces 
- sandable after 20 minutes (at 20°C) 
- can be covered by the majority of primers & paint systems. 

GLASS FIBRE KIT LARGE 3260
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PRIMING MATERIALS

1.3

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

5160 1 L 12

One component cleaner & adhesion promoter for plastic substrates. 
Appropriate for most of the types of plastic being used in automotive 
industry like bumpers, trims etc.

- excellent adhesion
- quick drying
- slightly dyed for easier assessment of application
- ready for use.

1K PLASTIC PRIMER 5160

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!

1K aerosol self etch primer delivers even application, good fill, excellent corrosion 
protection and fast dry times in a convenient and easy-to-spray aerosol.

- perfect adhesion to steel, zinc and aluminium surfaces 
- to be used as a welding primer or rust protection primer  
- for sand-through areas, spot repair and parts refinishing.

ETCH PRIMER 4110

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

4110 400 ml GREY 12

One component cleaner & adhesion promoter in aerosol for plastic substrates. 
Appropriate for most of the types of plastic being used in automotive industry like 
bumpers, trims etc.

- excellent adhesion 
- slightly dyed for easier assessment of application
- quick drying.

1K PLASTIC PRIMER 4940

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

4940 400 ml TRANSPARENT/SILVER 12
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PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

2110 1 L GREY 6

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

2120-0,33 333 ml 6

2120-1 1 L 6

Epoxy based primer with high filling power, excellent adhearance and high resistance 
to chemicals.

- suitable for application over old paint or polyester putties 
- polyester putty could be applied over it
- easy to spray, easy to sand wet or dry
- suitable for wet-on-wet application
- hardener: 2120, 3:1 in volume.

Quality epoxy hardener.

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

7180 750 ml GREY 6

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

4020 400 ml ZINC 12

Industrial primer based on nitrocellulose and synthetic resin with good corrosion 
protection.

- strong adhesion to substrates 
- overpaintable with synthetic, nitro or acrylic coatings 
- quick drying 
- resistance against weather and chemicals 
- high covering power.

Quick-drying, cathode protection against corrosion with excellent long-term effects for 
metals. Contains 99% pure zinc.

- protection of scratches and welding points 
- corrosion protection of galvanized surfaces 
- resistance to salt water 
- conductive intermediate layers in spot welding 
- especially suitable for vehicle bodywork.

EPOXY PRIMER 2110

1K NITRO PRIMER 7180

ZINC SPRAY 4020

EPOXY HARDENER 2120
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One component high fill quick drying filler in aerosol for small repairs.

- suitable substrate for all kinds of topcoats
- resistant to antisiliconic degreaser
- high filling power
- easy to sand
- fast drying.

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

1818-A 400 ml WHITE 12

1818-B 400 ml BLACK 12

1818-C 400 ml GREY 12

Waterbased 1K extra fast spot primer for small repairs.

- extreme fast drying 
- smooth surface, ideal for wet-on-wet application 
- no hardener needed, stored in a spray gun could be used for up to 2 weeks.

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

5900 1 L 6

WB SPOT PRIMER 5900

Technologicaly advanced high productive filler that dries out in 60 min at 20°! 

- extremly fast air drying without any baking 
- easy sanding 
- prefect smooth surface 
- no saging  
- hardener 9230 or 9250 - 5:1 in volume. 

HS FILLER QUICK FILL 3900

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

3900-C-1 1 L GREY 6

3900-C-4 4 L GREY 2

1K HQ SPRAY FILLER - PRIMER 1818
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HS top-quality acrylic primer-filler of the latest generation suitable for spot repair or larger surfaces. 
Product is very easy to apply even in higher thickness, the surface appears smooth and is easy to sand dry or wet. 
- direct to metal application (corrosion protection) 
- high filling power 
- fast drying, easy to sand - saves time, effort and sanding paper 
- smooth surface: superb topcoat appearance 
- VOC compliant 
- hardener: 9230 or 9250 - 5:1 in volume.

HS FILLER - PRIMER 8900 SUPERIOR

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

8900-A-4 4 L WHITE 2

8900-C-1 1 L GREY 6

8900-C-4 4 L GREY 2

8900-B-1 1 L DARK GREY 6

8900-B-4 4 L DARK GREY 2

HS high quality acrylic primer-filler distinguished by its productivity.

- direct to metal application (corrosion protection) 
- high filling power 
- fast drying, easy sanding 
- VOC compliant 
- hardener: 9230 or 9250 - 5:1 in volume.

HS FILLER - PRIMER 7900+

 2K HARDENER 9230 - 9250
Quality acrylic hardener for HS Filler – Primer 8900, 7900+ and 
Clear Coat Maxx 2.

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

9230-0,2 200 ml FAST 12

9230-0,8 800 ml FAST 12

9250-0,2 200 ml STANDARD 12

9250-0,8 800 ml STANDARD 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

7900-A-4 4 L WHITE 2

7900-C-1 1 L GREY 6

7900-C-4 4 L GREY 2

7900-B-4 4 L DARK GREY 2
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1.4

MASKING AND PROTECTION

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!

Top quality PE masking foil. Its special structure prevents formation of stains on paint due to the 
residual humidity. 
- high thickness and resistance to tearing 
- transparency of the foil enables recognition of the vehicle's shape and makes the cutting easier 
- excellent adhesion of any kind of paint or fillers 
- electrostatically loaded – holds on car and holds paint mist  
- resistant up to 110°C object temperature.

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

4100 4 m x 200 m 1

5096 CUTTER 5

MASKING FILM AQUATOP 4100

Top quality PE masking foil enables the easiest and fastest way of protecting car body 
or parts of it before painting. 
- high thickness and resistance to tearing 
- excellent adhesion of paint or fillers 
- electrostatically loaded – holds on car and holds paint mist  
- translucent colour.

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

4200 4 m x 150 m 1

MASKING FILM TOP 4200

Economical masking foil.

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

4305 4 m x 5 m 1

MASKING FOIL LIGHT 4305

Quality PE masking foil enables the easiest and fastest way of protecting car body or 
parts of it before painting. 
- good adhesion of paint or fillers 
- translucent colour.

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

4300-150 4 m x 150 m 1

4300-300 4 m x 300 m 1

MASKING FOIL LIGHT 4300
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PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

1060 60 cm x 250 m 2

1085 85 cm x 450 m 1

1120 120 cm x 250 m 2

High strenght Kraft masking paper. High density makes it impermeable to paints.

- good adhesion of paint and paint mist 
- resistant to solvents 
- specific weight: 40 g/m2.

MASKING PAPER KRAFT 1060 - 1085 - 1120

Masking foil with integrated masking tape for quickly covering windows, shock 
absorbers, bumpers, etc.

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

4310-1200 ROLL, 1,2 m x 33 m 1

4310-2700 ROLL, 2,7 m x 33 m 1

4315 HANDLE 1

COVER QUICK 4310

Professional masking paper overcoated with special plastic layer in 
order to make it impermeable even to waterborne paints.

- good adhesion of paint and paint mist 
- resistant to solvents.

FILM MASKING PAPER 1020

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

1020 85 cm x 200 m 2

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS COLOUR BOX

1686 6 mm x 55 m YELLOW 1

1987 6 mm x 55 m GREEN 1

Higly flexible tape for design and multicolour painting.

- temperature resistant up to 100°C.

FINE LINE TAPE 1686 - 1687
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PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

4001-13 13 mm x 50 m 1

4001-19 19 mm x 50 m 1

Quality adhesive foam tape for 
sealing of the gaps between the car 
body and for example the doors, 
the hood etc. and to avoid the 
formation of paint edges.

- temperature resistant up to 80°C 
- soft paint transition 
- flexible foam 
- residue-free glue.

Masking – mounting tape reinforced with textile.

- strong adhesion and strength 
- resistant to water, sandblasting etc.

Polyethylene extensible film for protection of steering wheel and other objects.

Kit for the protection of the car interior consisting of:

- seat cover 
- foot area cover 
- gear stick cover 
- hand brake cover

All the covers come from one roll, made of special non-
slip PE material of thickness of 15 microns.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS BOX

7660 SILVER TAPE 50 mm x 50 m 12

7760 BLACK TAPE 50 mm x 50 m 12

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

1960 Roll 125 m x 12,5 cm + HANDlE 1

1961 Roll 125 m x 12,5 cm 48

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3860 box oF 50 KITS 1

MASKING FOAM 4001

SILVER TAPE 7660 - BLACK TAPE 7760

PE EXTENSIBLE FILM 1960

SEAT COVERS 3860
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Top quality professional masking tape for body shops, resistant to high oven 
temperatures.

- suitable for waterborne paints 
- guaranteed removal without any residues on either metallic or plastic surfaces 
- easy handling around corners, hand tearable  
- resistant to 90°C, for shorter periods up to 110°C.

High quality masking tape, for body shops. Suitable for waterborne paints.

- quality glue which does not leave traces on the surface 
- easy handling around corners, hand tearable 
- resistant to 80°C.

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

1368 19 mm x 50 m 48

1369 25 mm x 50 m 36

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

1370 38 mm x 50 m 24

1371 50 mm x 50 m 24

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

1468 19 mm x 50 m 48

1469 25 mm x 50 m 36

1472 30 mm x 50 m 32

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

1470 38 mm x 50 m 24

1471 50 mm x 50 m 24

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

1560 19 mm x 50 m 1

Very thin, flexible and waterproof masking tape.

- resistant up to 100°C 
- perfect adhesion even to plastic and rubber 
- no glue residues.

Masking tape with polyester edge designed for 
masking of rubber window trims.

- non-adhesive edge for easier removal 
- temperature resistant up to 100°C 
- perforated for easier masking 
- suitable for waterborne paints.

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

2160 50 mm x 10 m 6

MASKING TAPE PROMASK 1368 - 1371

MASKING TAPE PROTAPE HT II 1468 - 1471

FLEX TAPE 1560

X-MASK TAPE 2160
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FINAL COATINGS 

1.5

Superior acrylic, UHS clear coat designed for application over waterbase or solvent 
basecoat.

- easy application, excellent overflow, brilliant deep gloss 
- quick drying, only 20 min/60°C 
- if necessary, polishing 30 min after cooling 
- high durability and resistance to yellowing 
- compliant to VOC 420 requirements 
- hardener 9813, 9815 or 9817 (vol. 2:1).

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9810-1 1 L 12

9810-5 5 L 3

High quality UHS acrylic 
hardener for Clear Coat Maxx 8 
Premium.

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

9813-0,5 500 ml FAST 12

9813-2,5 2,5 L FAST 3

9815-0,5 500 ml STANDARD 12

9815-2,5 2,5 L STANDARD 3

9817-0,5 500 ml SLOW 12

9817-2,5 2,5 L SLOW 3

UHS CLEAR COAT MAXX 8 9810 PREMIUM

UHS HARDENERS 9813 - 9815 - 9817  

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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Superior acrylic, UHS clear coat distinguished by its extreme fast drying time 
without diminishing its superior appearance.

- easy application, excellent overflow, excellent gloss 
- quick drying, only 15 min/60°C 
- if necessary polishing immediately after cooling 
- high durability and resistance to yellowing 
- compliant to VOC 420 requirements 
- hardener 9830 or 9850 (vol. 2:1).

Revolutionary ultra high solid clear coat that dries out without any heating. 

- easy application, excellent overflow, brilliant deep gloss 
- dust free in 15 min/20°C 
- completely dry after 45-60 min/20°C 
- high durability and resistance to yellowing 
- enables saving on energy costs and working time 
- hardener 9130 (vol. 1:1) 
- compliant to VOC 420 regulations.

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9805-1 1 L 12

9805-5 5 L 3

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9700 1 L 12

High quality UHS acrylic 
hardener for Clear Coat Maxx 8 
Express.

Special hardeners for Clear coat 
Maxx Air (9130) and Activator 
for basecoat (9110).

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

9830-0,5 500 ml FAST 12

9830-2,5 2,5 L FAST 3

9850-0,5 500 ml STANDARD 12

9850-2,5 2,5 L STANDARD 3

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9130-1 HARDENER 1 L

9110-0,5 ACTIVATOR FOR BASECOAT 500 ml

UHS CLEAR COAT MAXX 8 EXPRESS 9805

CLEAR COAT MAXX AIR 9700

UHS HARDENERS 9830 - 9850  

HARDENER 9110 - 9130
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All our products are made of the best avaliable raw materials, produced 
with advanced production technologies and thoroughly tested. We are 
particularly proud of our clear coats Maxx 8 Premium and Maxx 4. Due 
to the perfect properties we can assure you:

- long-term deep gloss 
- resistance to yellowing 
- resistance to cracking.

Maxx 8 Premium»VOC«

Comparison of Silco Maxx 8 Premium UHS 
Clear Coat with a "cheaper - VOC" clear coat 

after simulation of 5 year ageing.

HS acrylic matt clearcoat, designed for specialised repair of areas requiring a matt 
finish and particularly suitable for finishes on plastic parts like bumpers etc.

- easy to apply, easy to reach uniform finish without clouds 
- high degree of opacity, high scratch resistance 
- high elasticity, silky, smooth surface 
- can be applied over waterbase or solvent basecoat 
- VOC compliant 
- hardener 9230 and 9250 (3:1 in volume).

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9500-1 1 L 6

CLEAR COAT MAXX MATT 9500

High quality scratch resistant clear coat with short drying time.

- easy application, excellent overflow   
- quick drying, only 15 min/60°C     
- brilliant gloss, high durability and resistance to yellowing 
- VOC compliant 
- hardener 9430, 9450 and 9470 (vol. 2:1).

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9400-1 1 L 12

9400-5 5 L 3

Quality HS hardener for Clear 
Coat Maxx 4.

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

9430-0,5 500 ml FAST 12

9430-2,5 2,5 L FAST 3

9450-0,5 500 ml STANDARD 12

9450-2,5 2,5 L STANDARD 3

9470-0,5 500 ml SLOW 12

9470-2,5 2,5 L SLOW 3

HS CLEAR COAT MAXX 4 9400

HS HARDENERS 9430 - 9450 - 9470  
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Quality acrylic scratch resistant clear coat. VOC compliant.

- quick drying, only 15 min/60°C 
- easy application, excellent overflow 
- brilliant gloss, resistance to yellowing 
- hardener 9230, 9250 or 9270 (vol. 2:1).

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9200-1 1 L 12

9200-5 5 L 3

Quality acrylic hardener. PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

9230-0,5 500 ml FAST 12

9230-2,5 2,5 L FAST 3

9250-0,5 500 ml STANDARD 12

9250-2,5 2,5 L STANDARD 3

9270-0,5 500 ml SLOW 12

9270-2,5 2,5 L SLOW 3

2K CLEAR COAT MAXX 2 9200

2K HARDENER 9230 - 9250 - 9270  
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PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9004 400 ml 12

High quality, high gloss clear coat in aerosol for spot repair in automotive painting. 
Suitable also for waterborne base coats. Special formulation enables high durability 
and anti-yellowing protection.

- quick drying 
- brilliant gloss.

HIGH GLOSS CLEAR COAT 9004

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9005 400 ml 12

High quality acrylic black matt paint in aerosol 
for general use.

- good adhesion 
- high covering power 
- economic in use 
- quick drying.

BLACK MATT PAINT 9005

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

7170 750 ml 6

1K black matt paint based on quality nitrocellulose resin.

- high covering power 
- quick drying 
- durability.

1K BLACK MATT PAINT 7170
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PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9016 400 ml 12

High quality acrylic white matt paint in aerosol for general use.

- good adhesion
- high covering power
- economic in use
- quick drying.

WHITE MATT PAINT 9016

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

7007 400 ml 12

High gloss silver paint for restoring the appearance of wheel rims and decorative 
wheel covers. Based on acrylic resin with high quality aluminium pigments.

- very good adhesion to a variety of substracts  
- suitable for cromed, metal and plastic parts 
- quick drying 
- high covering power, economic in use.

SILVER WHEEL PAINT 7007

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

7080 750 ml 6

A high gloss silver paint for restoring the appearance of wheel rims and decorative 
wheel covers. Based on acrylic resin with high quality aluminium pigments.

- very good adhesion to a variety of substracts  
- suitable fo cromed, metal and plastic parts 
- quick drying 
- high covering power, economic in use.

SILVER WHEEL PAINT 7080
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Spray can pre-fill with suitable propellant and thinner for filling with paint.

- special aerosol head for paint application.

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

6116-A 750 ml ANTHRACITE 6

6116-B 750 ml BLACK 6

One-component special structurized coating for plastic body parts.

- direct application (without primer) 
- quick drying 
- structure regulation with spraying distance.

BUMPER PAINT 6116

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

1072-A 400 ml SILVER 12

1072-B 400 ml BLACK 12

Paint in aerosol designed to protect surfaces exposed to high temperatures (exhaust, 
engine parts etc.).

- excellent adhesion to different metal substrates 
- temperature resistant up to 600°C 
- anti-corrosion protection 
- high covering power.

THERMO PAINT 1072

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

2584 400 ml PRE-FILL FOR SOLVENT BASED COATINGS 12

PRE-FILL SPRAY 2584
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PAINT MIXING SYSTEM S.MIX 84

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION PACKAGING

84.002 MATTING AGENT S.MIX 84 3,5 kg

84.005 NEUTRAL S.MIX 84 6 kg

84.028 BLACK S.MIX 84 3,5 kg

84.066 FINE ALUMINIUM S.MIX 84 3,5 kg

84.114 ECO ORANGE S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.119 FUCHSIA RED S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.120 DEEP BLACK S.MIX 84 3,5 kg

84.122 OXIDE RED S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.123 ORANGE S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.124 GREEN S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.125 OCHRE YELLOW S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.126 BLUE S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.127 VIOLET S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.129 LIGHT RED S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.130 TITANIUM WHITE S.MIX 84 6 kg

84.132 SCARLET RED S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.133 AMARANTH VIOLET S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.134 BLUE FTALO S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.207 CHROME LEMON YELLOW S.MIX 84 1 kg

84.208 CHROME MEDIUM YELLOW S.MIX 84 1 kg

79.2.K1 BINDER S.MIX 84 1K NITRO PRIMER 20 kg

29.3.K1 BINDER S.MIX 84 2K EPOXY PRIMER 20 kg

72.1.K1 BINDER S.MIX 84 1K SYNTHETIC GLOSSY 20 kg

68.3.K2 BINDER S.MIX 84 2K POLYACRIL SEMIMAT 14 kg

67.1.K1 BINDER S.MIX 84 2K POLYACRIL GLOSSY 14 kg

64.1.K2 BINDER S.MIX 84 2K POLIACRYL UHS 14 kg

62.1.K1 BINDER S.MIX 84 2K POLIACRYL DTM 14 kg

Compact mixing system based on pigments and different binders, distingushed by high covering power, quick drying, colour accuracy and is easy to 
use. With only 20 highly concentrated pigments, many of different binders could be combined. 

Thus, most of the requirements of automotive, metal, wood and other industries could be fulfilled. Available formulations (more than 7000) cover all 
leading international colour standards as well as many industrial and public service colour references. Also a lot of the metallic colours can be made.

System is supported by a range of sophisticated colour support tools, like high quality extensive colour swatches, to user friendly software and a 
Spectrophotometer.

Primers:
- 1K nitrocellulose 79.2.K1
- 2K epoxy primer 29.3.K1, mixing with hardener 2120 (vol. 3:1).

Covering paints:
- 1K synthetic coating 72.1.K5
- 2K polyacril semimat coating 68.3.K2 (to be used with the hardeners 9230/9250/9270 or 9430/9450/9470)
- 2K polyacril glossy coating 67.1.K1  (to be used with the hardeners 9230/9250/9270 or 9430/9450/9470)
- 2K polyacrylic UHS coating 64.1.K2  (to be used with the hardener 9830/9850).
- 2K polyacrylic DTM (direct to metal) coating 62.1.K1  (to be used with the hardener 9230/9250/9270 od 9430/9450).

PAINT MIXING SYSTEM S.MIX 84

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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AEROSOLS

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8585 400 ml 12

One-component polyester spray putty to easily level small irregularities. 

- high filling power 
- easy to apply, excellent flow 
- quick drying 
- to be applied over bare metal, epoxy primer fillers or original paints.

POLYESTER SPRAY PUTTY 8585

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

4940 400 ml TRANSPARENT 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

4110 400 ml GREY 12

One component cleaner & adhesion promoter in aerosol for plastic substrates. 
Appropriate for most of the types of plastic being used in automotive industry like 
bumpers, trims etc.

- excellent adhesion
- slightly dyed for easier assessment of application
- quick drying.

1K aerosol self etch primer delivers even application, good fill, excellent corrosion 
protection and fast dry times in a convenient and easy-to-spray aerosol.

- perfect adhesion to steel, zinc and aluminium surfaces 
- to be used as a welding primer, rust protection primer or filler primer 
- for sand-through areas, spot repair and parts refinishing.

1K PLASTIC PRIMER 4940

ETCH PRIMER 4110

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

4020 400 ml ZINC 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

1818-A 400 ml WHITE 12

1818-B 400 ml BLACK 12

1818-C 400 ml GREY 12

Quick-drying, cathode protection against corrosion with excellent long-term effects for 
metals. Contains 99% pure zinc.

- protection of scratches and welding points 
- corrosion protection of galvanized surfaces 
- resistance to salt water 
- conductive intermediate layers in spot welding 
- especially suitable for vehicle bodywork.

One component high fill, quick drying filler in aerosol for small repairs.

- suitable substrate for all kinds of topcoats
- resistant to antisiliconic degreaser
- high filling power
- easy to sand
- fast drying.

ZINC SPRAY 4020

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

3550 500 ml 12

High quality, acrylic black matt paint in aerosol to be used as control spray before filler 
sanding. 

- good adhesion 
- high covering power 
- economic in use 
- fast drying.

CONTROL BLACK SPRAY 3550

1K HQ SPRAY FILLER - PRIMER 1818
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PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9005 400 ml 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

9016 400 ml WHITE 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

7007 400 ml 12

High quality acrylic black matt paint in aerosol 
for general use.

- good adhesion
- high covering power
- economic in use
- quick drying.

High quality acrylic white matt paint in aerosol for general use.

- good adhesion
- high covering power
- economic in use
- quick drying.

High gloss silver paint for restoring the appearance of wheel rims and decorative 
wheel covers. Based on acrylic resin with high quality aluminium pigments.

- very good adhesion to a variety of substracts  
- suitable for cromed, metal and plastic parts 
- quick drying 
- high covering power, economic in use.

BLACK MATT PAINT 9005

WHITE MATT PAINT 9016

SILVER WHEEL PAINT 7007
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PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9004 400 ml 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

1072-A 400 ml SILVER 12

1072-B 400 ml BLACK 12

High quality, high gloss clear coat in aerosol for spot repair in automotive painting. 
Suitable also for waterborne base coats. Special formulation enables high durability 
and anti-yellowing protection.

- quick drying 
- brilliant gloss.

Paint in aerosol designed to protect surfaces exposed to high temperatures (exhaust, 
engine parts etc.).

- excellent adhesion to different metal substrates 
- temperature resistant up to 600°C 
- anti-corrosion protection 
- high covering power.

HIGH GLOSS CLEAR COAT 9004

THERMO PAINT 1072

Spray can pre-filled with suitable propellant and thinner for filling with paint.

- special aerosol head for paint application.

PRE-FILL SPRAY 2584

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

2584 400 ml PRE-FILL FOR SOLVENT BASED COATINGS 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9525 400 ml 12

High quality, antisiliconic degreaser for degreasing and cleaning of surfaces before 
painting.

Effective removal of residual grease, oil, wax, silicons, etc. Cleaning and degreasing of:

- bare steel, aluminium, zinc-coated steel 
- plastic parts, primers, surfacers and fillers  
- all kinds of existing coatings.

SILICONE REMOVER SPRAY 9525
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PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

2005-A 500 ml,  AEROSOL GREY 12

2005-B 500 ml,  AEROSOL BLACK 12

Quick drying, overpaintable underbody protection.

- strong adhesion on raw or painted metal, plastic materials or old underbody protection 
- elasticity, durability 
- builds protective film against stone chips, salt, noise etc. 
- regulation of structure with pressure and distance 
- quick drying.

Especially formulated thinner for dissolving the overspray and to fade out the edge 
created during spot repairs or blending, to make fading and blending clearcoats easy.

- no more dry, patchy edges or visible repairs.

STONE CHIP PROTECTION 2005

FADE OUT SPRAY 6055

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6055 400 ml 12

Bitumen based underbody protection.

- strong adhesion on raw or painted metal, plastic materials or old underbody protection 
- builds protective film against stone chips, salt, noise etc. 
- not overpaintable.

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

3009 500 ml, AEROSOL BLACK 12

UNDERBODY BITUMEN 3009
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Premium quality, solvent based product  for cleaning, nourishing and protecting rubber 
surfaces, especially car tyres.

- quick drying, antistatic effect   
- excellent gloss which lasts up to 14 days.

RUBBER BLACK SPRAY 7003

Cockpit spray for cleaning, polishing and preserving the cockpit and for plastics 
surfaces, rubber… Based on quality ingredients. 

- silicone free, leaves pleasant matt appearance
- cleaning, polishing and protecting
- antistatic effect, refreshes surface appearance
- pleasant orange scent.

COCKPIT POLISH 3003

Universal, active foam cleaner quickly and effectively removes stains on all kinds of 
surfaces.

- active foam with pleasant scent
- quick and active functioning
- for all kinds of surfaces (glass, textile etc.).

FOAMING CLEANER ULTRA+ 4004

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

7003 400 ml 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

3003 600 ml 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

3005 500 ml, AEROSOL TRANSPARENT - WHITE 12

Protective coating based on special waxes. High melting-point prevents draining off at 
higher summer temperatures.

- strong adhesion and penetration into all vehicle cavities 
- long-term protection from corrosion and noise.

CAVITY PROTECTION 3005

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

4004 500 ml 12
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POLISHING

Advanced professional polishes based on nano technology 2in1, which enables coarser material removal at the beginning and finer at the end of the 
process (P15, P20 and P22) or swirl marks and hologram removal (P30).

- silicone free
- abrasive material: AlO
- machine or manual use
- optimal proportion between resin and abrasive powder reduces dust building
- polishing of fresh coatings
- suitable for the newest scratch resistant clear coats (P20, P22 and P30)
- compounding of worn-out OEM coatings (P15, 20 and 22)       
- deep haze and hologram free gloss (P30).

RUBBING COMPOUND & POLISHING PASTE ULTIMATE P15 - P30 3015 - 3033

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION COLOR CONTENT PAD BOX

3015 Rubbing Compound ultimate p15 WHite 1,3 kg WHite 12

3020 one-Step SR Compound ultimate p20 oRange 1 kg oRange 12

3022 one-Step Compound ultimate p22 puRple 1 kg puRple 12

3033 Final poliSH ultimate p30 gReen 1 kg gReen 12
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Premium quality polishing sponges of different structures and hardnesses for all 
types of surface treatment from rubbing and polishing to final sealing. Suitable for 
automotive, nautical and other industries.
- very firm and durable material, velcro backing.

POLISHING FOAMS AND SPONGES 3115 - 3250  

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION COLOR DIAMETER X THICKNESS PACKAGING

3115 SPONGE, COARSE, RIGID WHITE 145 mm x 25 mm 1

3120 SPONGE, MEDIUM ORANGE/BLACK 135 mm x 25 mm 1

3122 SPONGE, MEDIUM PURPLE 145 mm x 25 mm 1

3130 SPONGE, FINE, SOFT GREEN 145 mm x 25 mm 1

3250 LAMBSKIN WHITE 150 mm x 32 mm 1

Paint Runners

3022 one-Step Compound ultimate 
P22, Scratch removal: P2000

3015 rubbing Compound  ultimate P15 
Scratch removal: P1000 Orange Peel

Orange Peel

Orange Peel

Hologrames

Coating 
Protection

Dust particles

Dust particles

Dust particles

Swirls

Gloss Improval

Paint Runners

Paint Runners

Extremly worn-
out coating

Worn-out coating

Worn-out coating

Hologrames

Coating 
Protection

Oxidized and 
matted coating

White - coarse
Lambskin - coarse

Oxidized and 
matted coating

Oxidized and 
matted coating

Swirls

Gloss Improval

3020 one-Step Sr Compound ultimate 
P20, Scratch removal: P2000

3033 Final Polish ultimate P30 
Scratch removal: P3000

3050 Spray wax ultimate P50

FRESH COATING OLD COATING SPONGEPRODUCT 

Cut 0

Gloss 5,0

Cut 2,0

Gloss 5,0

Cut 4,5

Gloss 4,5

Cut 4,0

Gloss 4,0

Cut 5,0

Gloss 1,5

Orange - medium

Purple - medium

Green - fine

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

3050 500 ml TRANSPARENT 12

Long-term protection based on valuable carnauba wax.

- silicone free
- easy machine or manual application
- wet look, deep gloss.

SPRAY WAX ULTIMATE P50 3050
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PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2060-2000 SELF ADHESIVE, P 2000 100

2060-2500 SELF ADHESIVE, P 2500 100

2060-3000 SELF ADHESIVE, P 3000 100

2070-2000 VELCRO, P 1500 100

2070-2500 VELCRO, P 2000 100

2070-3000 VELCRO, P 2500 100

2065 FINISH SANDING BLOCK 1

Special sanding disc for removal of small imperfections in the final coating, paint 
runners or dust particles. Particular "wave" shape in combination with self adhesive 
attachment of the disc enables effective work without leaving any scratches on the 
surface.  

- sanding material: silizium carbide 
- to be used wet or dry 
- to be used manually or by a sanding machine 
- diameter: 32 mm.

High quality polishing pads with backplate made from impact resistant synthetic nylon, 
which is bonded to microcellular polyurethane with excellent resistance to tearing, oil 
and ageing.

- M14 thread
- velcro fastening.

SANDING DISC FINISH 2060 - 2070

POLISHING PAD 3125

PROD. NR. DIAMETER BOX

3125 125 mm 1

Finish Inspection removes grease and dust and allows an objective assessment of 
surface quality after polishing.

- silicone free
- water based.

FINISH INSPECTION 3080  

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

3080 500 ml TRANSPARENT 12
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PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

1063-3 30 x 40 cm, 3 pcs 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2555 40 x 30 cm, 300 pcs 1

High performance, high-tech cloth, with millions of ultra fine fibers, provides 
exceptional power to clean dust and shine in your vehicle.

- washable up to 90°C
- large surface enables vast absorption
- to be used dry or with cleaning agents
- very soft – suitable also for the most sensitive surfaces
- different colours.

Lint-free, very soft polishing cloth for polishing fresh or old coatings.

- extremely soft and absorbent
- supplied in a practical box.

Easy removal of imperfections after painting, like dust nibs and paint runers.

- does not harm painted surface
- velcro fastening at the back of the holder to be used with mini sanding discs.

MICROFIBRE TOWEL SUPERSOFT 1063

POLISHING CLOTH ULTRASOFT 2555

PAINT BLADE 3035

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3035 Paint Blade holder 1

3037 rePlacement Blade 1

Special clay mastic for deep cleaning and removal of irregularities in lacquered 
surfaces.

Does not harm painted surface.

S.CLAY CLEANING CLAY 3025

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3025 2 x 100 g 1
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BODYWORK PROTECTION

Bitumen based underbody protection.

- strong adhesion on raw or painted metal, plastic materials or old underbody protection 
- builds protective film against stone chips, salt, noise etc. 
- not overpaintable.

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

3001 1 L BLACK 12

3009 500 ml, AEROSOL BLACK 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

2005-A 500 ml, AEROSOL GREY 12

2005-B 500 ml, AEROSOL BLACK 12

2010-A 1 L GREY 12

2010-B 1 L BLACK 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

3005 500 ml, AEROSOL TRANSPARENT 12

3010 1 L TRANSPARENT 12

Quick drying, overpaintable underbody protection.

- strong adhesion on raw or painted metal, plastic materials or old underbody protection 
- elasticity, durability 
- builds protective film against stone chips, salt, noise etc. 
- regulation of structure with pressure and distance 
- quick drying.

Protective coating based on special waxes. High melting-point prevents draining off at 
higher summer temperatures.

- strong adhesion and penetration into all vehicle cavities 
- long-term protection from corrosion and noise.

UNDERBODY BITUMEN 3001 - 3009

STONE CHIP PROTECTION 2005 - 2010

CAVITY PROTECTION 3005 - 3010

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2006 ApplicAtion Gun with sprAy reGulAtion 1

2007 ApplicAtion Gun 1

Professional application gun for stone ship protection, underbody bitumen or cavity 
waxes.

- body of nickel-plated aluminium 
- 900 mm probe for wax dosing 
- regulation of spray pattern and structure.

Professional application gun for stone chip protection, underbody bitumen or cavity 
waxes.
An ingenious solution when working with various fluids of different viscosities and 
colours as the suction pipes are equipped with airtight couplings
- fluids can thus be changed without drying out.

Flexible, sound-deadening, antivibration, overpaintable plates. Useful for protection of 
floors, doors, package and engine compartment.

- self adhesive, easy to cut and shape 
- very elastic.

WAX APPLICATION GUN 2006

APPLICATION GUN 2008

SOUND DEADENING PLATES 3718

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

3718 50 cm x 50 cm x 2 mm 10

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2008 Set with 1 Suction pipe & extenSion probe for wax 1

2009 replacement Suction pipe 1
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SEALING & BONDING  

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

1005-A 290 ml GREY 12

1005-B 290 ml BLACK 12

One-component, permanently elastic sealing and bonding mastic 
based on the newest generation of high-quality hybrid polymers.

- three different applications: bonding, spraying, brush application 
- excellent reproduction of all original structures 
- strong adhesion on almost every surface (steel, galvanized steel,  
 alu, plastic etc.) without any primer 
- fast curing under the influence of air humidity  
- silicone, isocyanat, solvents free 
- UV resistant, overpaintable wet-on-wet.

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!

MSP SEALING AND BONDING MASTIC »ALL IN ONE« 1005

One-component, overpaintable, permanently elastic sealing and 
bonding polyurethane mastic.

- strong adhesion on most of constructional materials (steel,  
 galvanized steel, alu, wood, ceramics, plastic etc.) 
- resistant to atmospheric influences and temperature 
- strong and elastic bonding 
- quick drying 
- overpaintable with almost any paint.

PU SEALING AND BONDING MASTIC 1003

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

1003-A 310 ml GREY 12

1003-B 310 ml BLACK 12

1003-C 310 ml WHITE 12
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1K brushable seam sealer. After curing builds a strong elastic layer 
with excellent sealing performances.

- overpaintable (with solvent and water based paints) 
- resistant to water, oil, gasoline etc. 
- quick drying.

BRUSHABLE SEAM SEALER 1210

High viscosity black cyanoacrylate adhesive for bonding of rubber 
and plastic parts.

- instant adhesion under influence of air moisture 
- high-strength bonding 
- solvent free.

S.GLUE BLACK CA ADHESIVE 1211

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

1211 20 g BLACK 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION COLOUR BOX

1210 1 kg GREY 12

5003 NYLON BRUSH - 1

Double-sided heavy duty acrylic mounting tape. Special acrylate 
adhesive activates when exposed to pressure.

- strong permanent adhesion and resistance to vibrations 
- resistant to gasoline, oils, UV, weather etc.

DOUBLE SIDED HD MOUNTING TAPE 3106 - 3112

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

3106 6 mm x 33 m 1

3112 12 mm x 33 m 1

Low viscosity cyanoacrylate adhesive particulary designed for use in 
car body repair.

- instant adhesion under influence of air moisture 
- high-strength bonding 
- solvent free.

S.GLUE CA ADHESIVE 1111

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

1111 20 g TRANSPARENT 1
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Universal pneumatic system for application of sealants and adhesives in cartridges or 
sausages.

- spraying or seam application 
- telescopic piston prevents air intake into material 
- regulation of spraying pressure and application quantity 
- enclosed adapters for cartridges and sausages.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

9520 GUN WITH ACCESSORIES 1

PNEUMATIC GUN PROFI 9520

Activator for even faster curing of CA adhesives. Principally for use 
with high viscosity adhesives.

- also cleanes the surface 
- economic in use.

ACTIVATOR FOR CA ADHESIVES 1643

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

1643 200 ml 12

2K PU ADHESIVE 5050
PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5050 PU ADHESIVE, 50 ml 2

4942 MIXING TIPS, 12 pcs 1

4905 APPLICATION GUN 1

A unique polyurethane adhesive repair-material for plastic 
components. For structural or cosmetic repair of plastic-bumpers, 
fenders, spoilers, lamp-housings, radiators etc. in the automotive and 
other industries, where quick cure time on almost any type of plastic 
material is needed.

- curing time 1-2 min 
- further working (sanding, thread cutting etc.) after 10-30 min 
- overpaintable after 60 min 
- resistant to oils, solvents, acids etc. 
- solvent free.

Quality manual gun for application of sealants and 
adhesives in cartridges or sausages. Special mechanism 
ensures even outflow of material.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

9520 GUN WITH ACCESSORIES 1

MANUAL CARTRIDGE GUN SPECIAL 2860
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WINDSHIELD REPLACMENT

Top quality, ultra high modulus, low conductivity, fast-curing 
polyurethane adhesive for the bonding of vehicle glass - 
direct glazing. It is specifically designed to give a fast and 
safe drive-away time on vehicles fitted with airbags. Fast 
30 has been crash-tested to the most rigorous US safety 
standards FMVSS 208/212.

- cold application, good stability / workability – non-sagging 
- capable of withstanding high dynamic mechanical stress 
- resistant to ageing and weathering 
- no need for black primer (only Activator 5090) 
- prevents contact corrosion in aluminium-body vehicles 
- suitable to use with integral aerials 
- open time: 15-20 min 
- drive away time: 60 min (23°C and 50% relative humidity).

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

4515 310 ml CARTRIDGE 12

4520 400 ml ALU SAUSAGE 12

WINDSHIELD ADHESIVE FAST 30 HMLC 4515 - 4520

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

5090-0,250 250 ml TRANSPARENT 12

5090-0,030 30 ml TRANSPARENT 12

Surface Cleaner/Activator. It is used to clean and at the same time to prepare the 
substrate (painted surface, ceramic coating on windshield) for the next step, by leaving 
a residual film on the glass surface where the Silco Fast 30 / Fast 60 will be applied.

Primer that promotes the adhesion of the Silco PU windscreen adhesives and sealants 
to glass, gives added protection by creating a total barrier against UV and is ideal 
as a base layer on windshields, for the first assembly and repairs in the automotive 
industry.

High quality, one-component, fast-curing, flexible and high performance polyurethane 
adhesive for the bonding of vehicle glass - direct glazing. It is specifically designed to 
give a fast and safe drive-away time on vehicles fitted with airbags. Fast 30 has been 
crash-tested to the most rigorous US safety standards FMVSS 208/212.- suitable for 
bigger size windshields (prolonged application time) 
- cold application, - good stability / workability – non sagging 
- capable of withstanding high dynamic mechanical stress 
- resistant to ageing and weathering 
- no need for black primer (only Activator 5090) 
- prevents contact corrosion in aluminium-body vehicles 
- suitable for use with integral aerials 
- open time: 30-35 min 
- drive away time: 3 hours (23°C and 50% relative humidity).

CLEANER – ACTIVATOR 5090

BLACK PRIMER 5082

PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

4545 310 ml CARTRIDGE 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT COLOUR BOX

5082-0,250 250 ml BLACK 12

5082-0,030 30 ml BLACK 12

WINDSHIELD ADHESIVE FAST 45 MMLC 4545 SCHEIBENKLEBER FAST 45 MMLC
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PROD. NR. CONTENT DESCRIPTION BOX

4530 290 ml CARTRIDGE 12

One-component MS-polymer based high-tech windshield adhesive.

- quick drying 
- primerless  
- isocyanate free 
- resistant to UV and ageing 
- suitable to use with integral aerials 
- open time: 15 min 
- drive away time: 2 hours (23°C and 50% relative humidity).

Kit of high quality wire gripping handles for use with cut-out wire.

Applicator brush for applying Activator or Black Primer.

WINDSHIELD ADHESIVE FAST MS 4530

HANDLES FOR CUT-OUT WIRE 5025

APPLICATOR BRUSH 5701

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5701 APPLICATOR BRUSH, 12 pcs 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5025 HANDLES 1
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PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5020 BRAIDED WIRE, 22 m 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5040 SQUARE WIRE, 22 m 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5015 TOOL WITH 5 BLADES 1

5016 5 REPLACEMENT BLADES, 20 mm 1

5017 5 REPLACEMENT BLADES, 13 mm 1

Lightweight aluminum shaft with a quick-
change collet. Heavy duty plastic handle with 
an innovative flip-top handle that stores extra 
blades. Thin, surgically sharp blades.

PINCHWELD PREPARATION TOOL 5015

Braided cut-out wire. Composed of three super-strong stainless 
steel wires braided to form one wire. Anodized to a smooth finish 
and a distinctive gold color. Diameter: 0,8 mm.

CUT-OUT WIRE 5020

Square cut-out wire. As the square wire’s flat side is drawn against 
the urethane, it tilts and begins cutting with the V-corner of the 
wire. This gives it a cutting ability that is superior to any wire in 
the world. Made of high tensile strength stainless steel. Thickness: 
0,6 mm.

CUT-OUT WIRE 5040
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PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5065 PINCHWELD PREPARATION TOOL 1

5066 10  REPLACEMENT BLADES 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2340 2 SUCTION PADS + BELT 1

Thin, surgically sharp wide blade for removal of adhesive from the 
windshield. Does not damage ceramic coating or glass.

2 quality double suction pads and 1 nylon belt with jack.

WIDE PINCHWELD PREPARATION TOOL 5065

 DOUBLE SUCTION PADS 2340

Universal pneumatic system for application of sealants and adhesives in cartridges or 
sausages.

- spraying or seam application 
- telescopic piston prevents air intake into material 
- regulation of spraying pressure and application quantity 
- enclosed adapters for cartridges and sausages.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

9520 GUN WITH ACCESSORIES 1

PNEUMATIC GUN PROFI 9520

Quality manual gun for application of sealants and 
adhesives in cartridges or sausages. Special mechanism 
ensures even outflow of material.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

9520 GUN WITH ACCESSORIES 1

MANUAL CARTRIDGE GUN SPECIAL 2860
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PREPARATION AND CLEANING

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9525 400 ml 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9515-1 1 L 12

9515-5 5 L 3

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8515 5 L 1

High quality, antisiliconic degreaser for degreasing and cleaning of 
surfaces before painting.

Effective removal of residual grease, oil, wax, silicons, etc. Cleaning 
and degreasing of:

- bare steel, aluminium, zinc-coated steel 
- plastic parts, primers, surfacers and fillers  
- all kinds of existing coatings.

High quality, antisiliconic degreaser for degreasing and cleaning of 
surfaces before painting.

Effective removal of residual grease, oil, wax, silicons, etc. Cleaning 
and degreasing of:

- bare steel, aluminium, zinc-coated steel 
- plastic parts, primers, surfacers and fillers  
- all kinds of existing coatings.

High quality, antisiliconic degreaser for degreasing and cleaning of 
surfaces before painting with waterborne paints. Effective removal of 
residual grease, oil, wax, silicons, etc. Cleaning and degreasing of:

- bare steel, aluminium, zinc-coated steel 
- plastic parts, primers, surfacers and fillers 
- all kinds of existing coatings 
- not to be used as a gun cleaner.

SILICONE REMOVER SPRAY 9525

SILICONE REMOVER 9515

WB SILICONE REMOVER 8515

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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Professional sprayer with PP pump, for applying of antisiliconic 
degreaser.

Usable volume: 1 L, operating pressure: 3 bar.

- seals: Viton.

SPRAYER ANTISIL 5203

High quality anti bleaching nitrocellulose thinner for use in car 
refinishing. Suitable for dilluting of nitrocellulose coatings and as a 
cleaning agent.

- improves elasticity and gloss of paint 
- does not contain recycled solvents 
- special additives prevent bleaching 
- high quality, pure raw materials 
- VOC compliant.

NITRO THINNER 5555

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5203 SPRAYER 1,0 L 1

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

9525-1 1 L 20

9525-5 5 L 4

9525-25 25 L 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3030 3-PLY PAPER 3,2 kg 2

3913 WALL HOLDER 1

3-ply lint-free soft paper towels for cleaning and 
degreasing of cars, tools and body parts.

- suitable for degreasing before painting 
- 100% cellulose, excellent absorption 
- extra strong, lynt-free 
- resistant to solvents 
- 26 cm x 195 m.

CLEANING PAPER TOWELS SOFT 3 3030
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2-ply soft paper towels for general use in cleaning.

- good absorption 
- extra strong 
- resistant to solvents 
- 26,5 cm x 231 m.

CLEANING PAPER TOWELS 2020

Highly absorbent solvent resistant cleaning cloth, particularly 
designed for antisiliconic degreasers.

- high absorption 
- resistant to solvents not water-resistant.

CLEANING TOWEL BLUETEX 2531 - 2532

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2020 2-PLY PAPER 2

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2531 BOX, 35 SHEETS OF 40 x 42 cm 1

2532 ROLL, 420 SHEETS OF 32 x 38 cm 1

Towel made of special non-wowen material intended for use with 
antisiliconic degreaser.

- high absorption 
- resistant to solvents, lynt-free 
- very soft.

CLEANING TOWEL TNT WB 2205

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

2205 40 x 50 cm, 250 pcs 1
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Universal, resinous wave shaped tack rag with 
excellent dust absorbant abilities. It is made of 
abrasion-proof small meshed spun rayon gauze; 
it causes no residues, if used properly. Easy to 
unfold.

- soft structure and high dust absorption power 
- leaves no residues.

TACK RAG WAVE 2206

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2206 Tack Rag Wave 1

Universal, applicable, resinous wave shaped tack rag with excellent 
dust absorption abilities.

 It is made of abrasion-proof small meshed spun rayon gauze; it 
causes no residues, if used properly. Easy to unfold.

- soft structure and high dust absorption power 
- leaves no residues.

TACK RAG WB 2210

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2210 TACK RAG WB, 25 pcs 1

Universal, resinous tack rag with excellent dust absorbant abilities. It 
is made of abrasion-proof small meshed spun rayon gauze; it causes 
no residues, if used properly. Easy to unfold.

- soft structure and high dust absorption power 
- leaves no residues.

TACK RAG ULTRA 2204

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

2204 8 cm x 5 cm 1
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ANCILLARIES AND 
SUPPLEMENT MATERIALS

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6001-1 1 L 20

6001-5 5 L 4

High quality thinner for diluting of acrylic and polyurethanic coatings 
in car refinishing. Also suitable for solvent based basecoat.

- does not contain recycled solvents 
- high quality and extremely pure raw materials.

Formulation of thinner contains particular valuable solvents which 
considerably improve the flow and gloss of the direct gloss paint or 
clear coat.

Specially formulated thinner for dissolving the overspray and to fade 
out the edge created during spot repairs or blending, to make fading 
and blending clearcoats easy.

- no more dry, patchy edges or visible repairs.

Specially formulated thinner for dissolving the overspray and to fade 
out the edge created during spot repairs or blending, to make fading 
and blending clearcoats easy.

- no more dry, patchy edges or visible repairs.

ACRYLIC THINNER 6001 

FADE OUT SPRAY 6055

FADE OUT THINNER 6050

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6055 400 ml 12

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

6050-1 1 L 12

6050-5 5 L 3

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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Universal accelerator for 2K poliurethanic or acrylic car refinishing 
materials. 

- to admix: 1-3% (10-30 ml/1 L).

ACCELERATOR 2K 3130

Graduated mixing cups made of high quality 
flexible plastic.

- different mixing ratios 
- stable construction.

PAINT MIXING CUPS 1846 - 1851

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

1846 MIXING CUP 385 ml 200

1846-P LID 385 ml 200

1848 MIXING CUP 750 ml 200

1848-P LID 750 ml 200

1850 MIXING CUP 1.400 ml 200

1850-P LID 1.400 ml 200

1851 MIXING CUP 2.300 ml 100

1851-P LID 2.300 ml 200

STIRRING STICKS 2403 - 2405
PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2403 PLASTIC STIRRING STICK 1

2404 GRADUATED MIXING STICK 5:1 / 2:1 1

2405 GRADUATED MIXING STICK 4:1 / 3:1 1

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

3130 500 ml 12
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METAL PAINT CANS

Dust needle for removal of dust particals on wet paint.

DUST NEEDLE 3330

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3330-10 1 SET 10

PROD. NR. VOLUME BOX

7051 0,25 L -

7052 0,5 L -

7053 1 L -

7054 3 L -

7055 5 L -

Metal paint cans.

Touch-up bottle with brush and mixing ball.

- solvent resistant.

TOUCH UP BOTTLE 3366 - 3368

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3366 50 pcs, VOLUME 25 ml 1

3368 60 pcs, VOLUME 50 ml 1
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Top quality disposable paint strainer with wowen nylon mesh.

- very fast through-flow 
- accurate straining 
- suitable for both solvent or water based paints.

PAINT STRAINERS 4201 - 4202

TESTCOLOR CARDS 2401

Gravity spray-gun filter with nylon net.

GRAVITY CUP FILTERS 3372

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3372 GRAVITY CUP FILTERS, 10 pcs 1

Pre-primed metal cards for testing accuracy and covering power.

Dimensions: 10,5 x 15 cm.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

4201 125 µ 1000

4202 190 µ 1000

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2401 TESTCOLOR CARD, 25 pcs 1
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5 specially shaped sticks for prying, smoothing, spreading and removing. 
Made of tough, flexible, polycarbonate material.

SET OF REMOVING/INSTALLATION TOOLS 4460

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

4460 SET OF TOOLS 1

Clear, anti-dust, waterbased surface coating for spraying cabins and 
lights.

- attracts dust and paint overspray 
- resistant up to 85°C 
- does not affect light spectrum 
- removable with water.

ANTIDUST 2080

Paint mist separator for spray booths according to EN 779. Low 
compressibility of the filter prevents compression in a presurized 
state - this way the whole depth of the filter remains available for 
collecting the paint mist.

- temperature resistant up to max. 180°C 
- contains no silicone or other lacquer harming substance 
- fire prevention requirements according to DIN 53438 
- lacquer separation arrestance: 95% 
- colour: green 
- thickness: 3", aprox. 75 mm.

PAINT FILTER 2050 - 2200

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION 

2050-20 PAINT FILTER 3", 0,50 m x 20 m

2076-20 PAINT FILTER 3", 0,76 m x 20 m

2076-91 PAINT FILTER 3", 0,76 m x 91 m

2100-20 PAINT FILTER 3", 1,00 m x 20 m

2100-25 PAINT FILTER 3", 1,00 m x 25 m

2125-25 PAINT FILTER 3", 1,25 m x 25 m

2200-20 PAINT FILTER 3", 2,00 m x 20 m

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

2080 5 L 4
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PERSONAL PROTECTION & 
HAND CLEANING 

Comfortable respirator FFP1 with exhalation valve. Suitable for fine P1 
dust.

- class FFP1 
- compliant with EN 149:2001, CE 0194.

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

7300 MASK 10

SMART MASK RESPIRATOR 7300

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!

Comfortable high quality paint spray respirator. Class FFA2 P2SL. Gives 
protection against paint, paint mists, organic vapours and dust. 

Approval CE 0120 / EN 140.

PAINT SPRAY RESPIRATOR 9300

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

7800-L SIZE L, 1 PAIR 1

7800-XL SIZE XL, 1 PAIR 1

7800-XXL SIZE XXL, 1 PAIR 1

Professional high quality glove, quality checked and certified. Resistance 
properties to mechanical injuries.

- comfortable, elastic glove 
- optimal grip and sense due rubber coated surface. 
- conforms to EN 420, EN 388 standards 
- lenght: 280 mm.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES PREP HAND 7800

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

9300-M MASK, SIZE M 1

9300-L MASK, SIZE L 1

9305 COALFILTER, PAIR 1

9306 PREFILTERS, 10 pcs 1
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Dermohand solvent free cleaner gel. Very rich in plant-based detergents with 
wheat germ substances and proteins. Suitable for all industrial sectors, especially 
for car mechanics.

- helps to reduce the symptomps of dry, cracked skin 
- contains micro grains 
- pH neutral.

HAND CLEANER PASTE+ 1435

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

1435-3 3 L CAN 6

1435-10 10 L REFILL 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

6800-L SIZE L, 50 pcs 1

6800-XL SIZE XL, 50 pcs 1

Professional glove with high thickness, without lubricating powder, 
texturized, with increased thickness and length, quality checked and 
certified. Resistance properties stronger than usual examination single use 
glove.

- multi usage 
- conforms to EN 455 1-2-3 standards 
- length: 280 mm.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES LATEX PRO 6800

1436 waLL hoLder 1

1437 metaL PumP 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5800-L SIZE L, 100 pcs 1

5800-XL SIZE XL, 100 pcs 1

Professional single use glove with with lubricating powder, quality checked 
and certified.

- resistant to detergents and solvents 
- optimal elasticity and comfort 
- conform to EN 240 ASTM D3578 
- length: 240 mm.

PROTECTIVE GLOVES LATEX NITRILE BLUE 5800

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

1465-5 5 L CAN WITH DISPENSER 4

9917 WALL HOLDER 1

Dermohand cleaner gel for removing the toughest dirt. Completely removes 
varnish, putty, silicone, enamel and other simmilar products from the hands. It is 
not agressive thanks to the wheat germ proteins and plant based detergents.

- helps to reduce the symptomps of dry, cracked skin 
- skin friendly cleaning, contains premium skin conditioners 
- pleasant orange scent  
- pH neutral.

HAND CLEANER GEL ORANGE ACTION 1465
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Hand cleaner abrasive paste able to remove thick and strong industrial 
dirt thanks to its unique combination of detergents and natural soaps.

- contains no sand 
- pH slightly alkaline.

HAND CLEANER EASY PASTE 1445

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

1445 5 L BUCKET 4

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2310-L OVERALL, SIZE L 1

2310-XL OVERALL, SIZE XL 1

2310-XXL OVERALL, SIZE XXL 1

High quality, polyester overall, ventilated. Made of 100% polyester of 70 
gr/m2. It is very comfortable thanks to the several covered ventilation 
openings. With elastic in the waist and in the hood, breast pocket and 2 
back pockets. 

- protected zipper 
- antistatic 
- lint-free.

NYLON PAINT OVERAL 2310

High quality overall with ventilated areas in the back, the neck and the 
back of the legs. Made of a new revolutionary non-woven fabric which is 
soft and breathable, antistatic, and resistant to noxious dust and splash 
in accordance with CE Cat. III Type 5 & 6. With hood and zipper, a 
separate self-adhesive pocket is included. 

- protected zipper 
- antistatic material 
- lint-free 
- sleeves with elastic band.

PAINT OVERALL PROMASTER 2309

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2309-L OVERALL, SIZE L 1

2309-XL OVERALL, SIZE XL 1

2309-XXL OVERALL, SIZE XXL 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2310-L OVERALL, SIZE L 1

2310-XL OVERALL, SIZE XL 1

2310-XXL OVERALL, SIZE XXL 1
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High quality jacket made of breathable material that keeps you warm 
and protects you against wind. 
- comfortable cut 
- available sizes: L, XL, XXL.

WIND JACKET SILCO 2234

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2310-L OVERALL, SIZE L 1

2310-XL OVERALL, SIZE XL 1

2310-XXL OVERALL, SIZE XXL 1

High quality shirt, made of 100% cotton.

- available sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL.

T-SHIRT SILCO 2321

High quality, durable working overall/trousers.

- comfortable cut 
- reinforced knee area 
- pockets with closures, protected zipper 
- made of 100% cotton.

WORKING OVERALL–TROUSERS 2312 - 2314

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2234-L WIND JACKET, SIZE L 1

2234-XL WIND JACKET, SIZE XL 1

2234-XXL WIND JACKET, SIZE XXL 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2321-S T-SHIRT, SIZE S 1

2321-M T-SHIRT, SIZE M 1

2321-L T-SHIRT, SIZE L 1

2321-XL T-SHIRT, SIZE XL 1

2321-XXL T-SHIRT, SIZE XXL 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2312-L OVERALL, SIZE L 1

2312-XL OVERALL, SIZE XL 1

2312-XXL OVERALL, SIZE XXL 1

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

2314-L TROUSERS, SIZE L 1

2314-XL TROUSERS, SIZE XL 1

2314-XXL TROUSERS, SIZE XXL 1
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EQUIPMENT

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

7705 STAND 1

High quality mobile turnable stand for painting of diverse car body parts.

- big wheels 
- stable construction 
- single hand operation.

SPRAY STAND MULTI 7705

A heavy-duty stand for windshields with foam around the tubing.

- adjustable working height.

X-STAND 7703

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

7703 X-STAND 1

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!

MULTI PARTS STAND 7720

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

7720 STAND 1

Perfect solution for easy handling of hoods, doors etc.

- four wheels, lockable with footbrake 
- effortless rotation of body panels assisted by gas spring.
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PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION WEIGHT POWER SUPPLY BOX

5330 IR DRIER 39,5 kg 230 V 1

5331 SPARE BULB - - 1

Powerfull, high quality, micro-processor controlled short wave IR drier. 
Stable, versatile construction.

Drier is equipped with high quality, durable IR emitters, specially 
designed for car paint curing. Powerful heat penetration directly into 
inner paint layers accelerates molecular reaction of paint. Remarkably 
saves drying time of all kinds of body shop materials.

- digital LCD display 
- longest baking duration within 20 min 
- max. power: 3 x 1100 W 
- 3 IR lamps with individuall ON-OFF control 
- high-light, wide-angle, fully focused reflector 
- uniform, focused cure area: no hot or cold spots 
- easily adjustable cassette assembly height with gas shock strut 
- curing area: 1200 x 1000 mm 
- temperature: 40°C–100°C.

IR DRIER 5330
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PRECLEANING 

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8005-5 5 kg 4

8005-28 28 kg -

Highly concentrated powerful general purpose alkaline prewash detergent/
degreaser. Mainly meant for private vehicles. For the most stubborn dirt.
- removes fat, oil, waxes and other traffic film residues
- pre-washing, rim and motor cleaning 
- insect residue removal.

dilution with water:
- 1:20 (5%) degreasing, engine cleaning
- 1:33 (3%) rim cleaning
- 1:50 (2%) - 1:67 (1,5%) prewashing, insect removal.

MULTIWASH TURBO 8005 

100% Foam

100%

Alkalinity

30%

Alkalinity

Desire of every car wash - contactless (brushless) cleanser with enhanced 
penetrating and emulsifying power. With the use of advanced technology, 
this cleanser non aggressively discharges the static electricity of the car's 
body. Dirt can be removed without brushing and the lacquer is not exposed 
to agressive cleanser. Especially recommended for the use at higher tem-
peratures (i.e. summer time). 
*Brushless cleaning does not work at temperatures lower than 20°C.
- removes fat, oil, waxes and other traffic film residues
- pre-washing, rim and motor cleaning, - insect residue removal.
dilution with water:
- 1:20 (5%) degreasing, engine cleaning
- 1:33 (3%) rim cleaning
- 1:50 (2%) - 1:67 (1,5%) pre-washing, insect removal.

TURBO STATIC 8012  

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8012-5 5 kg 4

8012-28 28 kg -

100% Foam

be

StSeLLer
beStSeLLe

r

Powerful acid based cleanser for wheels and alloy tyre rims. Very high 
content of the active ingredient.

- degreases, easily removes brake dust residues, tar 
- removes limestone
- does not harm the air valve.

dilution with water:
- 1:3 (50%) - 1:5 (20%).

RIM POWER 8025 

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8025-5 5 L 4

8025-25 25 L -

 

100% Foam

Acidity

100%

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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EXTERIOR CLEANING 

Highly concentrated premium shampoo for manual cleaning of bodywork and plastic parts.

- high viscosity, high foaming power  
- tender to skin.

dilution with water:
- 1:50 (2%) - 1:20 (5%).

TWISTER TURBO 8030

100% Foam

0%

Alkalinity

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8030-1 1 L 12

8030-5 5 L 4

8030-25 25 L -

 

Premium quality, solvent based product  for cleaning, nourishing and 
protecting rubber surfaces, especially car tyres.

- easy to apply with sprayer   
- quick drying, antistatic effect   
- excellent gloss which lasts up to 14 days.    
   
dilution with water:
- ready for use (not soluble in water).

RUBBER BLACK 8048

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8048 5 l 4

 

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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Premium quality, solvent based product  for cleaning, nourishing and 
protecting rubber surfaces, especially car tyres.
  
- quick drying, antistatic effect   
- excellent gloss which lasts up to 14 days.

RUBBER BLACK SPRAY 7003

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

7003 400 ml 12

 

Clear protectant for the textured plastic components. To be applied to faded, 
chalky textured plastic to bring back the original appearance and luster.

- UV protection to prevent new textured plastic from fading and from getting
  tiger stripes
- silicone free.

dilution with water:
- ready for use (not soluble in water).

PLASTIC RESTORER 7004

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

7004 500 ml 12

 

To retreat dark grey or black plastic which is faded out or has lost the color 
due to weathering.

- practical sponge for optimal application
- dark grey or black, which can be mixed to achieve other colors
- to refresh old plastic or unpainted plastic
- high quality and perfect finish.

PLASTIC PAINT REFRESHER 7006

PROD. NR. COLOUR BOX

7006-A Dark grey 12

7006-B Black 12
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INTERIOR 
CLEANING AND CARE 

"Milky" cleaner and tending product based on valuable silicone oils and 
special surfactants. Water based.

- 2in1 - cleaning and protection
- semi-glossy appearance, pleasant scent
- creates a long-lasting, antistatic protective film.

dilution with water: 
- ready for use (or mixing ratio up to 1:4).

COCKPIT MILK GLEAM 2IN1 8065

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8065  5 l 4

Cockpit spray for cleaning, polishing and preserving the cockpit and for 
plastics surfaces, rubber… Based on quality ingredients. 

- silicone free, leaves pleasant matt appearance
- cleaning, polishing and protecting
- antistatic effect, refreshes surface appearance
- pleasant orange scent.

COCKPIT POLISH 3003

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

3003 600 ml 12

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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1.18
Interior Cleaning

Universal, active foam cleaner quickly and effectively removes stains on all 
kinds of surfaces.      

- active foam with pleasant scent
- quick and active functioning
- for all kinds of surfaces (glass, textile etc.).

FOAMING CLEANER ULTRA+ 4004

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

4004 500 ml 12

 

A superb triple action product: revives, restores and protects leather in one 
smooth process. 

- saves time and eliminates use of different detergents
- long-term protection and nourishing
- with lanolin.

LEATHER ACTIVE 8075

PROD. NR. CONTENT BOX

8075 500 ml 12
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CLEANING EQUIPMENT 
AND TOOLS 

Acidic
Materials

ForProfessional sprayer with PP pump, for applying acid based detergents. 
Usable volume: 1,5 L, operating pressure: 3 bar.

- safety valve
- plastic jacket wand to protect the non-return valve
- specially coated spring
- seals: FPM (Viton®).

SPRAYER RIM 5204

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5204 Sprayer 1,5 l 1

For

Alkaline
Materials

Professional sprayer with PP pump, for applying alkaline detergents. Usable 
volume: 1,5 L, operating pressure: 3 bar.

- safety valve
- plastic jacket wand to protect the non-return valve
- specially coated spring
- seals: FPM (Viton®).

SPRAYER ALC 5206

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5206 Sprayer 1,5 l 1

Robust and resistant construction. Patented system allows squirting 
independently of position or fullness of the squirt. Ergonomic handle and 
adjustable nozzle for spraying squirt or fine mist. Suitable for car body and 
interior cleaning.

 SPRAYER HD 360+ 5202

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

5202 Sprayer, 1 L 1

For more products and information see: www.silco-automotive.com!
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For cleaning and polishing of all types of surfaces.

- strong and durable      
- machine washable.

DRYING CLOTH ALCANTARA 4425

PROD. NR. DIMENSIONS BOX

4425 60 x 80 cm 1

 

Synthetic cloth made of revolutionary PVA foam. Chemical and solvent 
resistant.

- phenomenal liquid absorbing properties
- long-lasting
- for car body and glass surfaces.

DRYING CLOTH PVA S.WIPE 6421

PROD. NR. DIMENSION BOX

4624 44 x 32 x 0,2 cm 1

 

High performance, high-tech cloth, with millions of ultra fine fibers, provides 
exceptional power to clean dust and shine in your vehicle.

- washable up to 90°C
- large surface enables vast absorption
- to be used dry or with cleaning agents
- very soft – suitable also for the most sensitive surfaces
- different colours.

MICROFIBRE TOWEL SUPERSOFT 1063

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION

1063-3 30 x 40 cm, 3 pcs
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2-ply soft paper towels for general use in cleaning.

- good absorption
- extra strong
- resistant to solvents
- 26,5 cm x 231 m.

CLEANING PAPER TOWELS 2020

PROD. NR. DIMENSION BOX

2020 2-Ply PaPer 2

 

PROD. NR. DESCRIPTION BOX

3030 3-PLY PAPER 3,2 kg 2

3913 WALL HOLDER 1

3-ply lint-free soft paper towels for cleaning and 
degreasing of cars, tools and body parts.

- suitable for degreasing before painting 
- 100% cellulose, excellent absorption 
- extra strong, lynt-free 
- resistant to solvents 
- 26 cm x 195 m.

CLEANING PAPER TOWELS SOFT 3 3030


